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ABSTRACT
New Pb(II) complexes of the general formula PbL2 where HL = 2-acetylthiophene
benzoylhydrazone,

2-acetylfuran

benzoylhydrazone,

2-carboxaldehydethiophene

benzoylhydrazone and 2-carboxaldehydefuran benzoylhydrazone were synthesized by
reaction of lead(II) acetate with the ligands in methanol in lead to ligand ratio of 1: 2. The
complexes are insoluble in common organic solvents but soluble in DMF and DMSO. The
measured molar conductance values in DMF indicate that, the complexes are non electrolytes
in nature. In view of analytical and spectral (IR, UV–vis and NMR) studies, it has been
concluded that, all the metal complexes possess octahedral geometry in which the ligand is
coordinated to lead(II) through azomethine nitrogen, benzoyl oxygen and thiophene sulfur or
furan oxygen atom via deprotonation. These complexes were tested as ionophores for lead(II)
determination. Pb(ATBH)2 gave the best response with two plasticizers TEph and DOS, that
fully characterized. Their detection limits were 3.9 x 10-7 M, 7.9 x 10-7 M, concentration
ranges 5.9 ×10-7 ˰ѧ˰1.0×10-2 M, 9.1 x 10-7 -1.0 x 10-2 M response times ~ 8-10 sec and pH
range 5.8-7.6. The proposed sensors show a reasonable discrimination ability towards Pb(II)
in comparison to some alkali, alkaline earth, transition heavy metal ions. The modified
electrodes were applied as an indicator electrode and successfully used to determine Pb(II) in
drinking water samples giving satisfactory results.
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AIM OF THE PRESENT WORK

Aim of the present work
1) Preparation of lead(II) complexes with the tridentate: SNO- and ONO- ligands, these
scheme is shown in below.
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Scheme. preparation of lead (II) complexes.

X = S, O
Y = H, CH3
2) Characterization of the product complexes by elemental analysis and spectral (IR,
UV–vis and NMR) studies.
3) Use of these complexes as ionophores in preparation of chemically modified carbon
paste electrode as lead(II) sensors.
4) Characterization of these electrodes by defining their properties such as detection
limit, concentration range, response time, reproducibility, effect of pH, selectivity and
effect of temperature.
5) Application of these electrodes for measuring Pb(II) in drinking water samples by
using three methods namely potentiometric titration, standard addition method and
calibration curve.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION



1.1 Coordination Compounds:
Coordination compounds are known as coordination complexes, complex
compounds, or simply complexes. The essential feature of coordination compounds is
that coordinate bonds form between electron pair donors, known as the ligands, and
electron pair acceptors, the metal atoms or ions. The number of electron pairs donated to
the metal is known as its coordination number. Although many complexes exist in which
the coordination numbers are 3, 5, 7, or 8, the majority of complexes exhibit coordination
numbers of 4, or 6. In order for a pair of electrons to be donated from a ligand to a metal
ion, there must be an empty orbital on the metal ion to accept the pair of electrons. This
situation is quite different from that where covalent bonds are being formed because in
that case one electron in a bonding pair comes from each of the atoms held by the bond
[1].

1.1.1 Geometry
In coordination chemistry, a complex is first described by its coordination
number, the number of groups (ligands) attached to the metal (more specifically, the
number of ó-type bonds between ligands and the central atom). Coordination numbers
are normally between two and nine, but large numbers of ligands are common for the
lanthanides and actinides. The number of bonds depends on the size, charge, and
electron configuration of the metal ion and the ligands. Metal ions may have more than
one coordination number. Typically the chemistry of complexes is dominated by
interactions between s and p atomic orbitals of the ligands and the d orbitals of the
metal ions [1]. The s, p, and d orbitals of the metal can accommodate 18 electrons. The
maximum coordination number for a certain metal is thus related to the electronic
configuration of the metal ion (more specifically, the number of empty orbitals) and to
the ratio of the size of the ligands and the metal ion. Large metals and small ligands lead
to high coordination numbers, e.g. [Mo(CN)8]4-. Small metals with large ligands lead to



low coordination numbers, e.g. Pt[P(CMe3)3]2. Due to their large size, lanthanides and
actinides tend to have high coordination numbers. The geometry of a complex depends
basically on the coordination number. These structures are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Some of the most common structures for coordination compounds: (a) linear; (b)
trigonal planar; (c) tetrahedron; (d) square plane; (e) trigonal pyramid; (f) octahedron; (g)
trigonal prism; (h) pentagonal bipyramid; (i) single-capped trigonal prism; (j) cubic; (k)
Archimedes (square) antiprism; (l) dodecahedron; (m) triple-capped trigonal prism[1].

However the most observed geometries are listed below in Table (1.1), but there are
many cases which deviate from the regular geometry, e.g. due to the use of ligands of
different types.



Coordination number

Geometry

2

Linear

3

Trigonal planar, tri gonal pyramidal.

4

Tetrahedral or square planar

5

Trigonal bipyramidal or square pyramidal

6

Octahedral or trigonal prismatic

7

Pentagonal bipyramidal, Monocapped
octahedron.
Dodecahedral; square antiprismatic;
hexagonal bipyramidal
Tri-capped trigonal prismatic

8
9

Table1.1 Geometries for common coordination numbers.

1.1.2 Isomerism in coordination compounds
The arrangement of the ligands is fixed for a given complex, but in some cases
it is changeable by a reaction that forms another stable isomer. There exist many kinds
of isomerism in coordination complexes, just as in many other compounds.

1.1.2.1 Stereoisomerism
Stereoisomerism occurs with the same bonds in different orientations relative to
one another. Stereoisomerism can be further classified in to :

1.1.2.1.a. Geometrical isomerism:
Cis-trans Isomerism and facial-meridional Isomerism:
Cis-trans isomerism occurs in octahedral and square planar complexes (but not
tetrahedral). When two ligands are mutually adjacent they are said to be cis, and trans
when opposite to each other. We have already observed that square complexes of the



type ML2X2 can exist as cis and trans isomers. Isomers of octahedral complexes ML4X2
can exist as cis and trans isomers[2]. When three identical ligands occupy one face of an
octahedron, the isomer is said to be facial, or fac. In a fac isomer, any two identical
ligands are adjacent or cis to each other. If these three ligands and the metal ion are in
one plane, the isomer is said to be meridional, or mer. A mer isomer can be considered
as a combination of a trans and a cis, since it contains both trans and cis pairs of
identical ligands. Example ML3X3. These structures are shown in below [3].
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1.1.3 Electronic Properties of Metal Complexes
Many of the properties of metal complexes are dictated by their electronic
structures. The electronic structure can be described by a relatively ionic model that
ascribes formal charges to the metals and ligands. This approach is the essence of



crystal field theory (CFT). Crystal field theory, introduced by Hans Bethe in 1929,
Crystal field theory is an electrostatic model which predicts that the d orbitals in a metal
complex are not degenerate. The pattern of splitting of the d orbitals depends on the
crystal field, this being determined by the arrangement and type of ligands [4], crystal
field theory " provides a powerful yet simple method for understanding and correlating
all of those properties that arise primarily from the presence of the partly filled shells "
[2]. CFT gives a quantum mechanically based attempt at understanding complexes by
considering all interactions in a complex as ionic and that the ligands can be
approximated by negative point charges. More sophisticated models embrace
covalency, and this approach is described by ligand field theory (LFT) and molecular
orbital theory (MO). Ligand field theory, introduced in 1935 and built from molecular
orbital theory, can handle a broader range of complexes and can explain complexes in
which the interactions are covalent. The chemical applications of group theory can aid
in the understanding of crystal or ligand field theory by allowing simple symmetry
based solutions to the formal equations. Chemists tend to employ the simplest model
required to predict the properties of interest; for this reason, CFT has been a favorite for
the discussions when possible. MO and LF theories are more complicated, but provide a
more realistic perspective. The electronic configuration of the complexes gives them
some important properties [4].

1.1.3.1 Crystal Field Splitting
An important advance in understanding the spectra, structure, and magnetism of
transition metal complexes is provided by crystal field model. The idea is to try to find
out how the d orbitals of the transition metal are affected by the presence of ligands.
The metal ion is considered to be placed first at the center of a hollow sphere of radius
is equal to metal to ligand internuclear distance and that charge equal to the quantity



(ne-), that n is the number of ligands, is spread uniformly over the sphere. In this case
the d orbitals are degenerate (have the same energy). As the ligand L approaches the
metal from the directions of the polyhedron, the d orbitals that point toward the L
groups are destabilized by concentrating the electron density of the ligands. Those that
point away from L are stabilized variously from each other depending on the geometry.
In octahedral complexes as the ligands L approach the metal ion along the x: y and z
axes, the d orbitals will split as in figure 1.2-e. The d orbitals that are destabilized are
the dx2-y2 and dz2, those that are stabilized are dxy, dyz, and dxz. The former pair of
orbitals are often identified by their symmetry label, eg, and the latter three have the
label, t2g. The magnitude of energy difference between the splitted d orbitals, is usually
called the crystal field splitting and labeled Ä. For octahedral complexes the energy
difference between t2g and eg is labeled Äo and depends on the nature of the ligand. The
crystal field model works best when the symmetry is high, but with additional effort can
be applied more generally for some distorted geometries or not high symmetric one.
The idea is that orbitals closer to ligands will be destabilized more can be used to
predict the splitting of d-orbitals in other geometries, in Figure 1.2 [2, 5].

1.1.4 Color
Metal complexes often have spectacular colors caused by electronic transitions
by the absorption of light. Most transitions that are related to colored metal complexes
are either d-d transitions or charge transfer bands. In a d-d transition, an electron in a
d orbital on the metal is excited by a photon to another d orbital of higher energy. A
charge transfer band entails promotion of an electron from a metal-based orbital into an
empty ligand-based orbital (Metal-to-Ligand Charge Transfer or MLCT). The converse
also occurs: excitation of an electron in a ligand-based orbital into an empty metal-



based orbital (Ligand to Metal Charge Transfer or LMCT). These phenomena can be
observed with the aid of electronic spectroscopy, also known as UV-Vis [6].
For simple compounds with high symmetry, the d-d transitions can be assigned using
Tanabe-Sugano diagrams. Increasingly, these assignments can be supported with
computational chemistry [4].

1.1.5 Magnetic properties
The magnitude of the crystal field splitting also determines the magnetic
properties of a complex, which depend on the number of unpaired electrons present.
Ligands which give high crystal splitting are called high field, and that give low
splitting are called low field. In octahedral complexes for d1 through d3 and d8 through
d10 ions, only one electron configuration is possible, so there is no difference in the net
spin of electrons for strong and weak field cases. On the other hand, the d4 through d7
ions exhibit high and low spin states [7].
The actual arrangement of the electrons is determined by the amount of stability gained
by having maximum parallel spins versus the investment in energy required to promote
electrons to higher d orbitals, or in other words which is larger Äo or pairing energy (P).
A useful rule that if Äo > P then low spin is expected, but if Äo < P high spin is the case.
[2,8]. Äo is strongly dependent on the ligand, the metal and its oxidation state; effecting
the electron configurations and the resulting spin [7].

1.1.6 Jahn-Teller Effect :
The Jahn–Teller theorem states that any non-linear molecular system in a
degenerate electronic state will be unstable and will undergo distortion to form a system
of lower symmetry and lower energy, thereby removing the degeneracy.
Jahn–Teller effects in tetrahedral complexes are illustrated by distortions in d9 (e.g.
[CuCl4]2-) and high-spin d4 complexes. A particularly strong structural distortion is



observed in [FeO4]4-, Na4FeO4 contains discrete [FeO4]4- ions. The high-spin d4
configuration of Fe(IV) in [FeO4]4- leads to a Jahn–Teller distortion, reducing the
symmetry from Td to approximately D2d [4]. These structures are shown in below.

125o

4-

O

O
Fe
O

O

127o
Average Fe-O = 181pm [4]
It is most pronounced when an odd number of electrons occupy the eg orbitals; i.e. in
7

9

4

d , low spin d , or high spin d , very common in six-coordinate copper(II) complexes.
9

The d electronic configuration of this ion gives three electrons in the two degenerate eg
orbitals, leading to unequal occupation, according to the theorem, such complex should
distort so that the eg orbitals are no longer degenerate. The distortion can take the form
of either elongation or compression. Distortion from Oh to D4h is the result, and its
effect on d-splitting pattern is represented in Figure 1.2-f [7, 9].

Figure 1.2: splitting of d-orbitals energy levels in ligand fields of common geometries for C.N. 4-6.



1.2 Ligands:
1.2.1 Strong Field and Weak Field Ligands
Ligands donate electrons to the central atom. Bonding is often described using
the formalisms of molecular orbital theory. In general, electron pairs occupy the HOMO
(Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) of the ligands. Ligands and metal ions can be
ordered in many ways; one ranking system focuses on ligand 'hardness'. Metal ions
preferentially bind certain ligands. According to the molecular orbital theory, the
HOMO of the ligand should have an energy that overlaps with the LUMO (Lowest
Unoccupied Molecular Orbital) of the metal. Binding of the metal with the ligands
results in a set of molecular orbitals, where the metal can be identified with a new
HOMO and LUMO (the orbitals defining the properties and reactivity of the resulting
complex). In an octahedral environment, the five otherwise degenerate d-orbitals split in
sets of two and three orbitals [2].
three orbitals of low energy: dxy, dxz and dyz
two orbitals of high energy: dz2 and dx2−y2
The energy difference between these two sets of d-orbitals is called the splitting
parameter, Äo. The magnitude of Äo is determined by the field-strength of the ligand:
strong field ligands, by definition, increase Äo more than weak field ligands. Ligands
can now be sorted according to the magnitude of Äo . This ordering of ligands is almost
invariable for all metal ions and is called the spectrochemical series.
For tetrahedral complexes, the d-orbitals again split into two sets, but this time in
reverse order, where
two orbitals of low energy: dz2 and dx2−y2 and
three orbitals of high energy: dxy, dxz and dyz



The energy difference between these two sets of d-orbitals is now called Ät. The
magnitude of Ät is smaller than for Äo, because in a tetrahedral complex only four
ligands influence the d-orbitals, whereas in an octahedral complex the d-orbitals are
influenced by six ligands. When the coordination number is neither octahedral nor
tetrahedral, the splitting becomes correspondingly more complex. For the purposes of
ranking ligands, however, the properties of the octahedral complexes and the resulting
Äo have been of primary interest.
The arrangement of the d-orbitals on the central atom (as determined by the 'strength' of
the ligand), has a strong effect on virtually all the properties of the resulting complexes.
For example the energy differences of the d-orbitals has a strong effect on the optical
absorption spectra of metal complexes. It turns out that valence electrons occupying
orbitals with significant 3d-orbital character absorb in the 400-800 nm region of the
spectrum (UV-visible range). The absorption of light (what we perceive as the color) by
these electrons (that is, excitation of electrons from one orbital to another orbital under
the influence of light) can be correlated to the ground state of the metal complex, which
reflects the bonding properties of the ligands. The relative change in (relative) energy of
the d-orbitals as a function of the field-strength of the ligands is described in TanabeSugano diagrams [1].
In cases where the ligand has low energy LUMO, such orbitals also participate in the
bonding. The metal-ligand bond can be further stabilized by a formal donation of
electron density back to the ligand in a process known as back-bonding. In this case a
filled, central-atom-based orbital donates density into the LUMO of the (coordinated)
ligand. Carbon monoxide is the preeminent example a ligand that engages metals via
back-donation [4]. Complementarily, ligands with low-energy filled orbitals of pisymmetry can serve as pi-donor.



1.2.2 Spectrochemical series
It lists the common ligands in order of increasing Ä. This series can classify
ligands to high field and low field ligands. High field ligands give rise to a large value
of Ä; ð-acceptor ligands are among this type where ð-back bonding increases Ä. This
type of ligands gives low spin complexes. Low field ligands give low Ä, that the spin
pairing is lost and even the d6 configuration can become paramagnetic. ð-donor ligands
follow this type, in which ð-donor interaction decreases Ä. Some ligands can be listed to
form a spectrochemical series, as below:
I-< Br-< SCN-< Cl- < F-< OH- < OX-2 < ≈ H2O< NCS-< NH3 < en< bpy < phen < CN-≈ CO.

Strong field ligands

Weak field ligands

Some remarks should be considered when looking at the series: ð-effects are not the
only factor in determining Ä, that the effects on Ä by a given ligand are changed by
other circumstances (different metal ion, different charge on the metal, other ligands
present).[7,5].

1.2.3 Denticity

Atom with monodentate ligands

Denticity refers to the number of atoms in a single ligand that bind to a central atom in
a coordination complex [10].
The word denticity is derived from dentis, the Latin word for tooth. The ligand is
thought of as biting the metal at one or more linkage points. Denticity is distinguished



from hapticity, in which electrons of a bond or conjugated series of bonds are linked to
the central metal without the metal-ligand bond being localized to a single ligand atom
[11].

1.2.4 Types of Ligands According to Denticity
In many cases, only one atom in the ligand binds to the metal, so the denticity
equals one, and the ligand is said to be monodentate (sometimes called unidentate).
Ligands with more than one bonded atom are called polydentate or multidentate.
Ligands can be classified according to the number of atoms in it that bind to the central
atom:

1.2.4.1a. Unidentate ligands:
It is bound to a metal ion through a single donor atom, such as Cl, H2O through
oxygen atom, or acetate ion when it binds through only one of the oxygen atoms. In this
case the ligand binds to the metal through a single point of attachment.

1.2.4.1b. Bidentate ligands:
Two donor atoms can be used to bind a metal ion, such as ethylene diamine
H2NCH2CH2NH2, through the two nitrogen atoms. Bidentate ligands may be classified
according to the number of atoms in it which separate the donor atoms, Figure1.3 below
[3], and hence the size of the chelate ring formed with the metal ion.

O
R
O
carboxylate

(a)

N

N

2,2-Bipyridyl
(bpy or bipy)
(b)

NH2

NH2

Propane-1,3-diamine
(c)

Figure (1.3) Examples of bidentate ligands (a) 1,1 ligands forming a four-membered
ring (b) 1,2 bidentate a five-membered ring (c) 1,3 ligands a six-membered ring.



1.2.4.1c. Polydentate ligands:
Several donor atoms are present in a single ligand such as N(CH2CH2NH2)3
which binds through four nitrogen atoms, hence it is called tetradentate. The bidentate
ligands mentioned above is part of this class of ligands; and was introduced separately
because it can be thought as a building block for other polydentate ligands which can be
imagined as a number of neighboring bidentate blocks, that can be in a planar or nonplanar arrangement. When a bi or polydentate ligand uses two or more donor atoms to
bind to a single metal, it is said to form a chelate complex. Examples of polydentate
ligands are in Figure 1.4 [6].

N

N

O

O

N
N

N

(b) (acac)2 enH2
A Schiffs base formed
from 2 acacH+en

terpyridine. terpy

(b)

O

(a)

O

O=C

C=O

CH2

H2 C
N

N

O

CH2

H2C

C=O
O

O
EDTA
(c)

Figure (1.4) Some examples of polydentate ligands (a) a tridentate ligand (b) tetradentate
ligand (c) hexadentate ligand.

1.2.4.1d. Macrocyclic proligands:
Ligands, They are cyclic compounds comprising a ring of at least nine atoms
including at least three donor atoms oriented so as to bind to a metal ion. In a minimum



form a macrocyclic ligand would occupy three adjacent coordination sites on one side
of a metal ion.
However, larger rings may have a central cavity large enough for the metal ion to fit
into the plane of the macrocycle, such as porphyrin [11], these structures are shown in
below [3].

(b) Macrocyclic tetradentate

(a) Macrocyclic tridentate

The term proligand may be used to refer to a species which may become a ligand
through being bound to a metal ion but is not presently in a complex. In this text the
symbols X, Y, Z will be used to represent ligands such as F, Cl, NH3 or H2O in which
one donor atom is bound to the metal ion. The symbol L–L will be used to denote a
ligand such as H2NCH2CH2NH2 which is bound to a metal ion through two donor
atoms. The general symbol L will be used to represent a ligand of any type.



1.2.5. Donor and acceptor capabilities

Ligands can be sigma donor, pi-donor, or pi-acceptor.

a. Sigma donors: are ó-donors only, with no orbitals of appropriate symmetry for ðbonding, like ammonia NH3. The ligand field split Ä, then depends on the relative
energies of the metal ion and ligand orbitals and on the degree of overlap.

b. Pi-donors: have occupied p orbitals, they tend to donate these electrons to the metal
along with the ó-bonding electrons, such as halogens.

c. Pi-acceptors: have vacant ð* or d orbitals, there is the possibility of ð-backbonding
from the metal Figure 1.6. Examples are dithiocarbamate and CO, which have vacant
ð*, and PPh3 which has vacant d orbital [7]. There are other types found in
organometallic compounds, by using the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) as
the donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) as the acceptor [5].
A ð-donor ligand donates electrons to the metal centre in an interaction that involves a
filled ligand orbital and an empty metal orbital; a ð-acceptor ligand accepts electrons
from the metal centre in an interaction that involves a filled metal orbital and an empty
ligand orbital. ð-Donor ligands include Cl-, Br- and I-and the metal–ligand ð-interaction
involves transfer of electrons from filled ligand p orbitals to the metal centre (Figure
1.5a). Examples of ð-acceptor ligands are CO, N2, NO and alkenes. The metal–ligand ðbonds arise from the back donation of electrons from the metal centre to vacant
antibonding orbitals on the ligand (for example, Figure 1.5b). ð-Acceptor ligands can
stabilize low oxidation state metal complexes [4].



Figure (1.5) ð-Bond formation in a linear L-M-L unit in which the metal and ligand donor

atoms lie on the x axis: (a) between metal dxz and ligand pz orbitals as for L= I-, an example of
a ð-donor ligand; and (b) between metal dxz and ligand ð*-orbitals as for L = CO, an example
of a ð-acceptor ligand [4].

Figure (1.6). Back donation of electron density from metal d



orbitals to ligand ð * orbitals.[1]

1.2.6. The Nature of donor centers
Ligands and their properties vary as the donor centers or atoms vary.

1.2.6.1. Common elements function as donor atoms
Any of a variety of elements may function as donor atoms toward metal ions, but
the most commonly encountered are probably nitrogen, phosphorous, oxygen, sulfur
and the halides. In addition, a large number of compounds are known which contain
carbon donor atoms (organometallic compounds) [11]. Some species are known by their
ability to bind metal ions through certain atoms, such as heterocyclic compounds
containing nitrogen, sulfur, or oxygen, and Schiff bases.

1.26.1.a. Schiff bases
A Schiff base (or azomethine), named after Hugo Schiff, is a functional group
that contains a carbon-nitrogen double bond with the nitrogen atom connected to an aryl
or alkyl group—but not hydrogen. Schiff bases are of the general formula R1R2C=N-R3,
where R3 is an aryl or alkyl group that makes the Schiff base a stable imine. The
structure are shown in below.

General chemical structure of a Schiff base

1.2.6.2. Single atom bonding motifs
1.2.6.2.a. Ambidentate ligands
Ligands that have more than one donor atom, but their geometrical arrangement
does not allow them to bind to the same metal; i.e. they can not form a chelate ring.
These ligands can be responsible for linkage isomerism, example


SCN- binding

through sulfur or nitrogen atom and DMSO binding through the lone pair on oxygen of
S=O or through the ð-bond it self, are examples [4].

1.3. Tridentate Ligands
A tridentate ligand has three donor atoms which is part of the polydentate ligands.
Tridentate ligands are less common than bidentate and tetradentate ligands [2], but it
has its own characteristics.

1.3.1. Rigidity of Tridentate Ligands
Tridentate ligands can be divided into rigid and flexible.

1.3.1.1. Rigid tridentate ligands
These ligands do not change the relative positions of their atoms and force the metal to
fit itself with the ligand giving fixed structure. Rigid tridentate ligands can be planar or
tripodal.

1.3.1.1.a. Planar tridentate ligands:
These ligands have the arrangement of their atoms in the same plane. Many of
these ligands mainten ð-conjugation that favors planarity markedly- example in figure
1.7a. Planar tridentate ligands in the octahedral geometry must form meridional
complex.

1.3.1.1.b.Tripodal tridentate ligands:
have the general formula of X(-Y)3, where X is a non donating atom or
molecule and Y are the three donating centers. These ligands have structure like Figure
1.7b, they favor the facial coordination that is suitable for the fixed arrangement of their
donating atoms [2, 11].
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Figure (1.7). Rigid tridentate ligands (a) planar tridentate ligand-acid hydrazide of
salicaldehyde (b) tripodal tridentate ligands-1,3,5-Triaminocyclohexane.

1.3.1.2 Flexible Tridentate Ligands
This class can arrange its donor atoms and their relative positions such that more
than one structural possibility can arise, for example diethylenetriamine, shown in
Figure 1.8a, which is equally capable of meridional and facial coordination [11].

1.3.2 The Three Donor Centers
Tridentate ligands are different according to different donor atoms and their
donor ability following their environment. Various systems can arise from these ligands.

1.3.2.1.a. Homoleptic tridentate ligands: Complexes in which a metal is bound to
only one kind of donor groups, e.g. [Co(NH3)6]3+, are known as homoleptic in Figure
1.8a.

1.3.2.1.b. Heteroleptic tridentate ligands: Complexes in which a metal is bound
to more than one kind of donor group, e.g. [Co(NH3)4Cl2]+, are known as
heteroleptic.in Figure 1.8b.
ph2p
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Figure (1.8). More tridentate ligands (a) diethylenetriamine ligand (b) PNO donor
ligand



1.4. Complexes of Tridentate Ligands
The tridentate ligands bind to metal ions through their three donor centers to
form chelate complexes that have characteristic properties different from other kinds of
complexes or chelates. As a result of this combination between the tridentate ligand and
the metal ion every two adjacent donor atoms form a ring with the metal ion with a
given size depending on the separation between these donor atoms.

1.4.1. Different Geometries
Tridentate ligands complexes have different geometries, for example the planar
tridentate ligands favor the meridional octahedral or trigonal bipyramidal, that are
suitable to their rigidity [2].
The most common geometries of complexes of tridentate with the first transition series
are: octahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, square pyramidal and square planar.

1.4.2 Square Planar Complexes:
8

2+

2+

2+

Are formed by small ligands and are d electron configuration (Ni , Pd , Pt ,
3+

2+

9

Au ), and Cu (d ), otherwise octahedral geometry preferred with cis/trans isomerism.
The following Figures 1.9 show some examples: Figure 1.9a shows a square planar
chelate [12], that needs one monodentate ligand besides the tridentate one to form four
coordination number. Figure 1.9b describes an intermediate geometry between trigonal
bipyramidal and square pyramidal of a five coordinated complex [13].
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Figure (1.9). Complexes of tridentate ligands (a) square planar complex of Cu+2 ion (b)
five coordinate complex of tridentate ligand

1.4.3. Stability of complexes of tridentate ligands
Multidentate ligands are more stable than those with comparable monodentate
ligands [14]. This trend continues as the number of donor atoms on the chelating ligands
increases and increasing the number of chelating rings increase the stability of the
complex.

1.4.3.1. Chelate Effect
As a general rule, a complex containing one ( or more ) five- or six-membered
chalet rings is more stable ( has a higher formation constant ) than a complex that is as
similar as possible but lacks some or all of the chelate rings [2].

Ethylenediamine ligand, binding to a central metal ion with two bonds



Cu2+ complexes with methylamine (left) and ethylenediamine (right)

1.4.3.2. Ring size
The most stable ring is the five membered ring. Two factors can illustrate this:
A) an entropy effect useful in explaining the reason of reducing stability for larger rings,
that when one end is bonded to the metal the longer the chain is the one that has the
more vibrating unattached end, then it is the more ordered as coordinates to metal [15].
B) clarify the unfavorability for smaller rings, because the bond angle is significantly
smaller than tetrahedral angle; that means it is a strain effect[14]. Example of some
SNO and ONO ligands .

1.4.4. Octahedral bis (tridentate) systems
This class of complexes is stable according to the number of chelating rings it
contains, for example if two planar tridentate ligands bound to metal ion, the complex
will have four chelating rings. An example of this class is the 1:2 metal : tridentate
ligand complex, in Figure 1.10 [16].

CH3
N

N

X

O
M
O

X
N

N

CH3
Figure (1.10) Complex of 1:2 metal to tridentate ligand ratio
" M = divalent metal ion (Co, Cu, Ni, Zn, or Pb).
" X = O, S, or N.



1.5. SNO and ONO Complexes
SNO and ONO complexes are those which contain tridentate ligands with
sulfur, nitrogen, and oxygen donors atoms and oxygen, nitrogen and oxygen donors
atoms. Nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen atoms are knowns electronegative donor atoms. To
form stable chelates the ligand through its donor atoms should be basic. Tridentate
ligands of SNO, ONO donors are generally Lewis base and donate electrons to the
central metal (Lewis acid) in the complex.
Schiff base ligands with ONO donor atom have many structural, magnetic,
spectroscopic and biological applications. For example, the study by M. Shebl on
synthesis, spectral and magnetic studies of mono- and bi-nuclear metal complexes of a
new bis(tridentate NO2) Schiff base ligand derived from 4,6-diacetylresorcinol and
ethanolamine [17].

Metal complexes of S-, N-, and O-chelating ligands have attracted the considerable
attention because of their interesting physico-chemical properties, pronounced
biological activities, and as models of metalloenzyme active sites For example, S. Patil,
et. al. reported [18].



1.6. Ion-Selective Electrodes
Ion-selective electrodes (ISEs) belong to the oldest established chemical sensors.
ISEs were applied in diverse fields of analysis such as clinical [19], pharmaceutical
[20-23] and environmental chemistry [24]. They are cheap, selective, sensitive and
applicable over a wide range of experimental conditions. Therefore, development of
efficient ion-selective electrodes has always been desirable objectives for the scientists.

Ion selective electrodes (ISEs) are electrochemical sensors that allow
potentiometric determination of the activity of certain ions in the presence of other ions
in the sample solution. Potentiometric sensors are essentially passive electrochemical
devices, in which changes in the electromotive force (emf) are monitored under zero
current conditions [25]. The ISEs function is due to the phase-boundary processes. The
phase boundary potential across the sample membrane interface is the result of the ionselective charge separation at that interface. In accordance with this charge separation,
only the membrane surface processes affect the potential [26].

1.6.1. Types of ion-selective electrodes
ISEs can be classified according to the type and composition of the sensor of the
electrode into many categories, from which:
1- Glass-electrodes [27].
2- Solid state-electrodes [28,29].
3- Liquid membrane-electrodes [30,31].
4- Enzyme substrate electrodes [32,33].
5- Gas-Sensing electrodes [34].
6- Bacterial, tissue and immuno-electrodes [35,36].
7- Ion-selective field effect transistors [37,38].



Liquid membrane-electrodes have many applications [39] and will be our focus
afterwards.

1.6.1.1. Liquid membrane electrodes
Liquid membrane electrodes are based on water-immiscible liquid substances
impregnated in polymeric membrane. The membrane-active recognition can be
achieved by a liquid ion exchanger [40] or by a neutral macrocyclic compound having
molecular sized dimensions containing cavities to surround the target ions [41].
The membrane is interposed between a standard (internal) and the test (external) ion
solution. The electrochemical cell, which comprises the membrane separating the
internal and the external electrolytes, as well as the two (internal and external) reference
electrodes (Figure 1.11). Assume that these solutions contain the same hydrophilic
electrolyte, M+ A-, and M+ is the counter cation of the ion exchanger in the membrane.
A chemical driving force that depends on the activity of this ion in both phases causes
M+ to partition from the organic to the aqueous phase. Because M+ carries a charge and
no net current can flow, this driving force is counter balanced by the phase boundary
potential. It builds up spontaneously as M+ starts to cross the interface and leads to
interfacial charge separation. The relationship between this interfacial potential, EpB,
and the ion activities on either side of the phase boundary is shown in equation (1-1) :

E PB 

RT k m a M ( aq )
In
………….(1-1)
zF
a M (org )

in which aM(aq) and aM(org) are the activities of the ion in the aqueous and organic
phases, respectively, with charge z, km is the single ion distribution coefficient
describing the distribution of ion between the sample solution and the membrane phase,



R, T and F are the gas constant, the absolute temperature, and the Faraday constant,
respectively [42].

Figure (1.11) A classical ion-selective electrode ISE.

1.6.1.1.a. Conventional PVC membrane electrodes
The Poly vinyl chloride (PVC) principle for making conventional liquid
membranes attracted much attention and was adopted by many workers for ISEs based
on valinomycin and other neutral carrier sensors [43,44]. Indeed, the PVC matrix
concept was the essential breakthrough that led to the almost universal clinical use of
ISEs [45] for determining blood electrolytes [46,47] and for other applications [39].

1.6.1.1.b. Coated wire electrodes (CWEs)
Coated wire electrodes (CWEs) refer to a type of ISEs in which an
electroactive species is incorporated in a thin polymeric support film coated directly on
a metallic conductor. This moves to the total elimination of the internal filling solution
and provides new advantage. Different materials can serve as central conductors. It was
shown in an extensive study [48] that when the wire support did not react with the



membrane component, it had no substantial influence on the potentiometric response of
the electrode. The substrate in the wire type electrodes is usually platinum wire, but
silver, copper and graphite nodes have also been used. CWEs are prepared simply by
dipping the central conductor into a solution containing dissolved polymer, plasticizer
and electroactive substance and allowing the solvent to evaporate [49]. Some times
CWEs exhibited better selectivity than conventional type electrodes with an internal
solution. Simplicity of design, lower costs, mechanical flexibility of miniaturization and
microfabrication widened the application for wire type electrode, especially in the fields
of medicine and biotechnology.

1.6.1.1.c. Chemically modified carbon paste electrodes (CMCPEs) [50]
Over the past five decades, carbon paste, has become one of the most popular
electrode materials used for the laboratory preparation of various electrodes, sensors
[51]. Carbon paste electrodes are mixtures which are prepared from graphite powder
and various water-immiscible organic liquids of nonelectrolytic character such as 2nitrophenyl octyl ether (2-NPOE). This kind of carbon paste electrodes are classified as
unmodified carbon electrodes [52-55]. Potentiometric carbon paste electrodes (CPEs)
offer very attractive properties for the electrochemical investigation of inorganic and
organic species over polymeric membrane and coated wire electrodes. These are ease of
preparation and use, renewal of surface, chemical inertness, robustness, stability of
response, no need of internal solution and suitability for a variety of sensing and
detection application [56, 57].
From the viewpoint of equilibrium potentiometry, the composition of carbon paste
enables the classification of CPEs as ion-selective liquid membrane type electrodes
[58,59]. The electrodes themselves do not possess selectivity. However, by modifying



the electrode in a different compositions, degrees of selectivity may be introduced into
the electrode itself and this can be done easily.
The modifying agent is usually one substance; but the paste can also be modified with
two or even more components such as in the case of carbon paste-based biosensors that
contain enzyme (or its carrier) together with an appropriate mediator [60] or CMCPEs
with a mixture of two modifiers [61]. The amount of the modifier in the paste usually
varies between 0.5-30% (w/w), depending on the character of modifying agent and its
capability of forming enough active sites in modified paste (e.g., functional groups
immobilized at the electrode surface) [62].

1.6.1.2. Membrane composition:
Any polymeric membrane ion selective sensor consists of some components.
These components are : the polymeric matrix (polymer, carbon), the ionophore
(membrane active recognition) and the membrane solvent (Plasticizer) [51]. The nature
and the amount of each component have great effects on the nature and the
characteristics of the sensor.

1.6.1.2.a. The Ionophore (membrane active recognition)
The ionophore, also named “ion carrier” is the most significant component of
any polymeric membrane sensor for its selectivity and sensitivity which produces the
response of the ISE in binding between the ionophore and the target ion. The different
selectivities of an ISE toward the other ions, hence, may be considered to originate from
the difference in the binding strength between any chosen ionophore, to be used in the
sensor, and the various ions [51].



1.6.1.2.b. The Membrane solvent (plasticizer)
Plasticizers increase the plasticity or fluidity of the material, to which they are
added. Solvent polymeric membranes, used in ion sensors, are usually based on a matrix
containing about 40-60% (w/w) of a membrane solvent. In order to give a homogeneous
organic phase, the membrane solvent must be physically compatible with the polymer,
that is, display plasticizer properties. These properties influence the selectivity behavior.
Some of the common plasticizers are: Benzyl acetate (BA), 2-nitrophenyl octyl ether (2NPOE), dioctyl phthalate (DOP), dibutyl phthalate (DBP), tris(2-ethylhexyl)
phosphate(TEPh), dioctyl sebacate (DOS), tributyl phosphate (TBPh) and dibutyl butyl
phosphonate (DBBPh) [51].

1.6.2. Characterization of an ion-selective electrode
1.6.2.a. Measuring range
The linear range of the electrode is defined as that part of the calibration curve
through which a linear regression would demonstrate that the data points do not deviate
from linearity by more than 2 mV. For many electrodes, this range can extend from 1 M
down to 10-6 or even 10-8 M [63].

1.6.2.b. Detection limit
The detection limit is the lowest concentration can be detected by the method. It
can be calculated using the cross-section of the two extrapolated linear parts of the ionselective calibration curve, according to the IUPAC recommendation. In practice, the
values of the detection limit for most selective ISEs are in the range of 10−5 - 10−10 M
[63].



1.6.2.c. Response time
It is well known that the dynamic response time of the modified electrode is one
of the most important factors in its evaluation. The response time of the electrode is
defined as the time between addition of the analyte to the sample solution and the time
when a limiting potential has been reached [64].

1.6.2.d. Selectivity
Selectivity is the most important characteristic of these devices. It describes the
ISE specificity toward the target ion in the presence of other ions, also called
“interfering ions”. There are a number of different methods for determination of the
potentiometric selectivity coefficients (KXY). The most important being: the Separate
Solution Method (SSM), the mixed solution method (MSM), a. Fixed Interference
method (FIM) b. Fixed Primary Method (FPM) and the matched potential method
(MPM) [63].

1.6.2.e. Lifetime
The average lifetime for most of the reported ISEs is in the range of 2 to 10
weeks. After this time, the slope and the detection limit of the sensor will decrease and
increase, respectively. Loss of the plasticizer, carrier or ionic site from the polymeric
film, as a result of leaching into the sample, is the main reason for the limited lifetime of
the carrier-based sensors [63].

1.6.2.f. Reproducibility
The closeness of agreement between independent results obtained with the same
method on identical test martial but under different conditions (different operators,
different apparatus, different laboratories, and/ or after different intervals of time) [65].
The measure of reproducibility is the standard deviation qualified with the term
reproducibility as reproducibility standard deviation



1.6.3. Analytical methods that use electrochemical sensor :
1.6.3.a. Potentiometric determination:
In this method, the standard additions method was applied, in which a known
incremental change is made through the addition of standard solution of the sample.
This was achieved by adding known volumes of standard analyte ion solution to defined
volume water containing different amounts of the investigated analyte in test solution
with known amounts of analyte ion. The change in mV reading was recorded for each
increment and used to calculate the concentration of the analyte in the sample solution
using the following equation (1-2):
C x  Cs (
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where Cx is the concentration to be determined, Vx is the volume of the original sample
solution, Vs and Cs are the volume and concentration of the standard solution added to
the sample to be analyzed, respectively, E is the change in potential after addition of a
certain volume of standard solution, and S is the slope of the calibration graph [66].

1.6.3.b. Potentiometric titrations:
In Potentiometric titration there is no need for calibration of the electrode before
use. The electrochemical cell contains only the sample that has to be titrated. Step by
step addition of the reagent is used and potential is recorded versus the volume of the
reagent added. CRVe = CAVA where CR is the concentration of the reagent used for
titration of the analyte, CA is the concentration of the analyte, Ve is the volume at
equivalence and VA is the volume of the sample. The rate of change of potentials for
potentiometric titration is slow at the beginning of the titration, increases to a maximum
as the equivalence point is passed. When the measured potential is plotted versus the



added volume of reagent, a double curve, like an elongated letter S, is obtained and the
equivalence point is indicated at the steepest point of the curve, where the potential
changes most rapidly [66].

1.6.3.c. Direct potentiometric methods or calibration curve method:
Direct potentiometry is the simplest and most widely used method of using ISEs.
Simply measure the electrode response in an unknown solution and read the
concentration directly from the calibration graph or from the meter display on a selfcalibrating ion meter. A big advantage of this method is that it can be used to measure
large batches of samples covering a wide range of concentrations very rapidly without
having to change range, recalibrate or make any complicated calculations [66].



1.7. literature Survey
Lead was regarded by the ancients as the father of all metals and different
civilizations used it extensively [67]. It is widespread, easy to extract, dense, highly
malleable and stable to corrosion. However, with more evidence of lead toxicity and its
adverse effects on human health, many of its applications were discontinued.
Nowadays, lead use is mostly restricted to the manufacture of batteries, metal alloys,
glasses, ceramic and radiation shielding materials as well as some pigments and paint
additives [67].
An increasing interest has emerged in synthesis and study of the properties of lead(II)
compounds motivated partly by the necessity of understanding the Pb(II) binding
preferences for the design of selective chelation therapy agents [68–72] and remediation
of waters and soils [69, 73, 74].
Another topic is associated with the occurrence in Pb(II) compounds of a
stereochemically active lone pair of electrons (LP, E) and its effect on the
stereochemistry and properties of solid-state lead(II)-containing materials [75–78].
Despite the resurgence of interest in the structural chemistry and stereochemistry of
Pb(II) complexes, there is a lack of systematic studies on this important class of
compounds. The first review devoted to structural chemistry of Pb(II) compounds was
published in 1976 by Harrison [79]. Along with the structures of Ge(II) and Sn(II)
compounds, the review discusses the structures of some Pb(II) inorganic compounds. In
a more complete form the crystal structures of Pb(II) compounds are presented in the
review by the same author [80].
A detailed review of lead coordination and organometallic compounds is presented in a
rather detailed work by Holloway and Melnik [81], in which more than 360 compounds
were examined. About 20% are organometallic Pb(IV) compounds. The compounds are



divided into subgroups based on their nuclearity. The tables of crystallographic and
structural data are presented in [81] for each coordination number (CN) of the Pb atom.
The same authors have also reviewed the crystallographic and structural data of lead
oxyacids and halide compounds [82] as well as heterometallic lead coordination and
organometallic compounds [83].
Parr published a brief review of the coordination chemistry of Pb(II) in 1997 [84],
followed by a more extensive review on Pb complexes the Comprehensive Coordination
Chemistry II [85]. In a detailed review by Claudio et al. [69] devoted to the fundamental
coordination chemistry, environmental chemistry, and biochemistry of Pb(II), one of the
sections describes structural investigations on Pb(II) complexes. The stereochemistry of
Pb(II) complexes with aminopolycarboxylate ligands and the role of LP for this class of
compounds were reviewed [86]. In addition, the stereochemistry of Pb(II) complexes
with oxygen donor ligands [87] and with sulfur and selenium donor ligands [88]. have
been reviewed recently.
The electron configuration of Pb2+, [Xe]4f145d106s2, contains the 6s2 electron pair,
which can be either stereochemically active or inactive in Pb(II) compounds. Based on
the structural data presented in the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) and ab initio
molecular orbital optimizations, Shimoni-Livny et al. [89] investigated the role of the
LP on the coordination geometry of the lead(II) ion. Based on the disposition of ligands
around the metal ion, the authors [90] assigned the terminology described as
“holodirected, in which the bonds to ligand atoms are directed throughout the surface of
an encompassing globe” and “hemidirected, in which the bonds to ligand atoms are
directed throughout only part of the globe, that is, there is an identifiable void (or gap)
in the distribution of bonds to the ligands”. The crystal structures of lead(II) compounds
presented in the CSD adopt both holodirected and hemidirected coordination geometry



around the Pb atom. The geometry seems to strongly depend on the CN of Pb(II) and
steric repulsion of the ligands.
Several methods for Pb2+ analysis have been developed in the past decade, including
ones based on atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) [91-111], atomic emission
spectrometry (AES) [112-114], inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS) [115-134], anodic stripping voltammetry [135-157], and reversed-phase highperformance liquid chromatography coupled[158] with UV-vis or fluorescence
detection [159-164]. With regard to sensitivity and accuracy, these methods are all
efficient tools for Pb2+ detection, However, these methods comprise sample
manipulation, extraction steps, derivatization
Reactions that are liable to various interferences as well as being not applicable to
colored and turbid solutions these methods are expensive for they require large
infrastructure backup and qualified personnel.
Thus, there is critical need for the development of selective inexpensive diagnostic tool
for the determination of this analyte.
Analytical methods based on potentiometric detection with ion selective electrodes
(ISEs) [165-181] can be considered a good alternative for their attractable
characteristics. In the present study a modified carbon paste lead(II)-selective electrode
have

been

constructed

using

the

new

lead(II)

complex

with

2-

acetylthiophenebenzoylhydrazone (ATBH) as an excellent carrier. The influences of the
carbon paste composition on the potential response of the Pb(II)-sensor was
investigated.



CHAPTER 2

EXPEREMENTAL

2.1. Reagents and Materials
2-thiophenecarboxaldehyde, 2-furancarboxaldehyde and benzoylhydrazine were
obtained from Merck. 2-acetylthiophene, 2-acetylfuran, graphite powder, 2-nitrophenyl
octyl ether (2-NPOE), dioctyl phthalate (DOP), dibutyl phthalate (DBP), tris(2ethylhexyl) phosphate (TEph), dioctyl sebacate (DOS), tributyl phosphate (TPh) and
Tricresyl phosphate (TCP) were purchased from Aldrich.
The chlorides, nitrates, sulphates of the following cations, namely Na+, K+, NH4+, Li+,
Mg2+, Cd2+, Ba2+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Ce3+ and Al3+ were used as received, All
solution were prepared in doubly distilled water.

2.2. Apparatus
The infra red spectra for the materials were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR
spectrometer using KBr disc in the range of 4000 to 400 cm-1. Melting points were

recorded on a Gallenkamp apparatus and are uncorrected. Uv-vis spectra of
methanolic solutions of the complexes were recorded on a SHIMADZU UV-Visible
spectrophotometer (UV-1601). Conductivity measurements were made on a PHYWE
conductivity meter. The metal content of the complexes was determined using a Perkin
Elmer A Analyst-100. The complexes were decomposed and digested in conc. sulfuric
and/ or nitric acid before determination of the metal ions in their aqueous solutions (by
atomic absorption, spectrophotometric or titrimetric methods). Microanalysis of C, H, N
and S was performed at the University of Berlin-Germany. 1H-NMR and 13C NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker 250-MHz spectrometer and JNM-ECS400 in DMSOd6. Chemical shifts are in ppm relative to internal Me4Si. Potentiometric and pH
measurments were made with a pocket pH / m V meters, pH 315i (wissen schaftlich-



technische werkstatten GmbH (WTW)- Germany) under stirring conditions at room
temperature (25.0 ± 1.0 ◦C).
The performance of the electrodes was investigated by measuring the emfs of Pb2+
solutions with a concentration range of 10-7– 10-2 M by serial dilution. Each solution
was stirred and the potential reading was recorded when it became stable, and plotted as
a logarithmic function of Pb2+ activities which are calculated according to the DebyeHückel equation (2-1),
log ã = - 0.511 Z2 [µ1/2(1+1.5 µ1/2) – 0.2 µ] . . . . . . . . . . . . (2-1)
which is applicable to any ion, where µ is the ionic strength and Z the charge [182].

2.3. Synthesis of the Schiff base ligands
The ligands: 2-acetyl thiophenebenzoylhydrazone (ATBH),
2-acetylfuranbenzoylhydrazone (AFBH), 2-carboxaldehydethiophenebenzoylhydrazone
(CTBH) and 2-carboxaldehydefuranbenzoylhydrazone (CFBH) containing an SNO- or
ONO- donor system, were prepared as described in the literature [183, 184].

2.4. Preparation of Pb(II) complexes
To a well-stirred suspension of the ligand (1.0 mmol) in methanol (25 mL) was
added Pb(OAc)2.3H2O (0.5 mmol, 0.19 g) solid. The resulting solution was stirred for
24 hours at room temperature during which a solid complex appeared. The solid was
collected by filtration, washed with cold methanol, diethyl ether, and dried. The
physical and chemical characterization of lead(II) complexes with the above mentioned
ligands were made, collected and shown in schemes (2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4) are shown in
below.
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Pb(ATBH)2 (L1): yellow solid. Yield: 0.235 g (68 %). mp 255-7°C. Anal. Calcd. for
C26H22N4O2S2Pb: C, 45.01; H, 3.20; N,8.08, S: 9.24. Pb, 29.86, Found: C, 44.75; H,
3.15; N, 8.05; S: 9.20; Pb, 29.51
ËM (Mho cm2 mol−1): 7.4, UV/vis. (nm, logå): 314 (3.76), 260(3.10), Significant
infrared bands (cm−1): 1573 (C=N), 1163 (C-O), 1065 (C=N-N=C). 1H-NMR: 8.18,
7.91, 7.88, 7.73, 7.40, 7.19 and 7.18 ( ArH), 2.82 (C(CH3)=N).
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Pb(CTBH)2 (L2): yellow-tan solid. Yield: 0.218 g (65 %), mp 265-7 °C. Anal. Calcd.
for C24H18N4O2S2Pb: C, 43.30; H, 2.73; N,8.42, S: 9.63. Pb, 31.12, Found: C, 42.84; H,
2.70; N, 8.34; S, 9.59, Pb, 30.95, ËM (Mho cm2 mol−1): 22.1. UV/vis. (nm, logå):
322.5(3.101), 267(1.177), Significant infrared bands (cm−1):. 1580 (C=N), 1169(C-O),
1051 (C=N-N=C), 469 (N→M), 1H-NMR: 8.29, 7.86, 7.73 and 7.13 (ArH), 7.47
(HC=N).
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Pb(AFBH)2
Pb(AFBH)2 (L3): pale tan solid. Yield: 0.210 g (63 %), mp 260-2 °C. Anal. Calcd. for
C26H22N4O4Pb: C, 47.20; H, 3.35; N,8.47, Pb, 31.31, Found: C, 47.11; H, 3.32; N, 8.52;
Pb, 30.94
ËM (Mho cm2 mol−1): 3.08. UV/vis. (nm, logå): 306(1.796), 252(2.658). Significant
infrared bands (cm−1): 1590 (C=N), 1502, 1359, 1164 (C-O), 1069 (C=N-N=C), 474

(N→M). 1H-NMR: 8.53, 7.91, 7.75, 7.33, 7.01 and 6.72 (ArH) , 2.77 (C(CH3)=N)
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Pb(CFBH)2 (L4): pale tan solid. Yield: 0.198 g (62 %)., mp 280-2 °C. Anal. Calcd. for
C24H18N4O4Pb: C, 45.49; H, 2.86; N,8.84. Pb, 32.70, Found: C, 45.71; H, 2.83; N, 8.92;
Pb, 32.24. ËM (Mho cm2 mol−1): 10.48. UV/vis. (nm, logå): 310(2.383), 252(2.648),
Significant infrared bands (cm−1): 1613 (C=N), 1430(C-O), 1155(C=N-N=C), 441

(N→M). 1H-NMR: 7.92, 7.79, 7.32 and 6.71 (ArH), 7.15 (HC=N).
All the complexes have high melting points (>200°Ñ). The results of elemental analysis
are compiled in (Table 2.1). The electronic spectral data are collected in (Table 2.2) of
all complexes.



Table (2.1) Yield, Color, Elemental analysis, Melting point, Molar conductance values of the compounds.
Compounds

% yield

color
Pb

Pb(ATBH)2
Pb(CTBH)2
Pb(AFBH)2
Pb(CFBH)2

68

65

63

62

m.p°Ñ

Anal. Calcd.(found)%
C

H

N

29.86

45.01

3..20

8.08

9.24

solid

(29.51)

(44.75)

(3.15)

(8.05)

(9.20)

Yellow-tan

31.12

43.30

2.73

8.42

9.63

solid

(30.95)

(42.84)

(2.70)

(8.34)

(9.59)

Pale-tan

31.31

47.20

3.35

8.47

solid

(30.94)

(47.11)

(3.32)

(8.52)

Pale-tan

32.70

45.49

2.86

8.84

solid

(32.24)

(45.71)

(2.83)

(8.92)



cm2 mol−1 )

S

Yellow

ËM(Mho

255-7

7.4

265-7

22.1

260-2

3.08

280-2

10.48

Table (2.2) UV spectral data of the compound.

Compounds

Electronic spectral data
UV/vis. (nm, logå)

Pb(ATBH)2

314(3.76), 260(3.10)

Pb(CTBH)2

322.5(3.101), 267(1.177)

Pb(AFBH)2

306(1.796), 252(2.658)

Pb(CFBH)2

310(2.383), 252(2.648)



2.5. Preparation of Carbon Paste Electrodes
Unmodified carbon paste was prepared by intimate hand mixing of 154
mg of reagent grade graphite powder and 145 mg of different plasticizers in
plastic Petri dishes using a glass rod as previously described [56]. The modified
pastes were prepared in analogously, except that the graphite powder was mixed
with the desired mass of the complex to get different compositions. Both
unmodified and modified pastes were compactly packed into the end of a
disposable polypropylene syringe (ca. 3 mm i.d. and 6 cm long) and electrical
contact was achieved with a copper wire screw (Figure 2.1). The electrode
surface was pressed against a filter paper to obtain intimate packing of the carbon
paste and a smooth surface. A fresh surface of the paste was obtained by
squeezing more out. The surplus paste was wiped out and the freshly exposed
surface was polished on a paper until the surface showed shiny appearance and
was used directly for potentiometric measurements without preconditioning
requirements. The electrochemical system is represented as follows CMCPE/test
solution//SCE.

Figure 2.1 . A typical carbon paste electrode (cross section)


2.6. Construction of the Calibration Graphs
Suitable increments of standard lead ion solutions were added to 50 mL doubly
distilled water so as to cover the concentration range 1.0 x 10-7-1.0 x 10-2 M. The sensor
and the reference electrodes were immersed in the solution and the emf value was
recorded at 25.0±1.0 ◦C after each addition. The values were plotted versus the negative
logarithmic value of the Pb2+ concentration.

2.7. Effect of pH on the Electrode Potential
The effect of pH of the test solution on the potential values of the electrode
system in solutions of concentration 1.0x10-5 M Pb2+, was studied. Aliquots of the lead
ion solution (50 mL) were transferred to 100 ml titration cell and the tested ion-selective
electrode in conjunction with the calomel reference electrode, and a combined glass
electrode were immersed in the same solution. The pH of the solution was varied over
the range 2.0-10.5 by addition of very small volumes of 0.1-1.0 M of HCl and NaOH
solution. The mV-reading were plotted against the pH-values for the different
concentration.

2.8. Effect of Temperature on the Electrode Potential
To study the thermal stability of the electrode, calibration graphs were
constructed at different test solution-temperatures covering the range 20-50°Ñ. The
slope, usable concentration range and response time of the electrodes were determined
at each temperature.

2.9. Effect of Interfering Ions on ISEs
The separate solution method (SSM) was applied. which requires two potential
measurements. The first is the potential measured in a solution containing a known



amount of the ion for which the electrode is selective and the second is the potential
measured in a solution containing the interfering ion. These potential values were used
to calculate the selectivity coefficient value using the following equation(2-2):

where

is the selectivity coefficient value E1 and E2 are the electrode

potentials of 10-3 M solution of each of the investigated Pb+2 and interferent cation, Jz+,
respectively and S is the slope of the calibration graph.

2.10. Sample Analysis:2.10.1. Potentiometric determination of Pb+2 solution:2.10.1.a. Standard additions method
Standard addition methods in which small increments (10-100 µl) of (0.1 M)
Pb2+ solution were added to 50 mL aliquot-samples of various concentrations (5.0x10-6
M to 5.0x10-5M) Pb2+ was applied.
The change in mV reading was recorded for each increment and used to calculate the
concentration of the Pb2+ in sample solution using the following equation(2-3):[66].

C x  Cs (

Vs
Vx
) (10 n ( E / S ) 
) 1 . . . . . .(2-3)
V x  Vs
Vs  V x

where Cx is the concentration to be determined, Vx is the volume of the original sample
solution, Vs and Cs are the volume and concentration of the standard solution added to
the sample to be analyzed, respectively, E is the change in potential after addition of
certain volume of standard solution, and S is the slope of the calibration graph.



2.10.1. b. Potentiometric titrations:
Different volumes of 1.0 x 10-3 M and 1.0 x 10-2 M equivalent to 1.035 -14.5 mg
of the Pb2+, were transferred to a 25 mL beaker, and titrated with a standard solution of
EDTA using the prepared lead-electrode as indicator electrodes. The end points were
determined from the S-shaped curves.

2.10.1. c. Calibration curve method
different amounts of Pb2+

were added to 50 mL of water comprising a

concentration range from 5.9 x 10-7 M to 1.0 x 10-2 M and the measured potential was
recorded using the present electrode. Data were plotted as potential versus logarithm of
the Pb2+ activity and the resulting graph was used for subsequent determination of
unknown Pb2+ concentration [185].



CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reaction

of lead(II) acetate with the Schiff base ligands: 2-

acetylthiophenebenzoylhydrazone
(CTBH),

(ATBH),

2-acetylfuranbenzoylhydrazone

2-carboxythiophenebenzoylhydrazone
(AFBH)

and

2-

carboxyfuranbenzoylhydrazone (CFBH) in methanolic solutions gave monomeric
lead(II) complexes, with the formula PbL2 in which the ligands are tridentate. The
formulations were in accordance with the results of elemental analysis and
physicochemical measurements. The complexes are soluble in dimethyl formamide, and
dimethyl sulfoxide, but are not soluble in common organic solvents. The molar
conductance of the complexes at a concentration of ca. 1 × 10−3 M in DMSO have small
values in the range 1.0- 22.1 µ Mho cm2 mol−1, indicating that the complexes are nonelectrolytes.

3.1. Spectral Properties.
The IR spectrum of the ligands have several prominent bands appearing at about
3180 and 1670 cm−1 due to íN-H and íC=O stretching modes, respectively. Both these
bands disappeared on complexation and a new íC-O band at 1237 cm−1 appeared.
Comparison of the IR spectra of the Schiff bases with those of their lead(II) complexes,
such as Figures 3.1 (a, b, c, d). complete IR data are presented in experimental part.



Figure 3.1(a) The infrared spectrum of the complex Pb(ATBH)2



Figure 3.1(b) The infrared spectrum of the complex Pb(CTBH)2



Figure 3.1(c) The infrared spectrum of the complex Pb(AFBH)2

.



Figure 3.1(d) The infrared spectrum of the complex Pb(CFBH)2

.



IR spectra indicates that the Schiff bases are coordinated to Pb(II) by three
sites, that is the ligands are tridentate. That the band due to í(C=O) is completely
missing in the spectra of the complexes, suggests [186] (Patil et al., 1982)
enolization of the Schiff base on complexation. This is supported by the fact that
no band for í(OH) is observed in the infrared spectra of the ligands and their
lead(II) complexes. Instead, a band due to í(C–O) at about 1237 cm−1 was
observed for all the complexes, which supports the observation of their
enolization during coordination. This fact suggests that the Schiff base remains in
the keto form in the solid state, but in solution both the keto and enol forms
remain in equilibrium [187].
Deprotonation occurs from the enol form on complexation. The amide-II band
[í(NH, CN] was split, displaced to higher frequency and reduced in intensity. A
shift to higher frequency (5–10 cm−1) of the í(N–N) band at about 1020 cm−1 and
its splitting [188] indicates coordination of the azomethine nitrogen. The í(C-SC) undergoes a negative shift in the complexes, indicating the coordination of the
ring sulfur to the metal. The coordination through the azomethine nitrogen and
sulfur is further supported by the occurrence on few bands at 460 and 360 cm-1 in
the spectra of the thiophene complexes, which may be assigned to í(N→M) and
í(S→M) vibrations respectively [189]. However, the IR spectrum of the complex
(M-S) bands could not be observed because the spectra of the samples were
studied in the range 4000-400 cm-1 which does not span the M-S stretching
mode.
The 1H-NMR spectra of the lead(II) complexes of these lignads Figure 3.2 have
been recorded in DMSO-d6. Comparison of the 1H-NMR spectra of the free
ligands and those of the complexes supports the conclusions derived from the IR
spectra.
The 1H-NMR of free ATBH showed the bands at 10.91, 7.43-8.64, and 2.48 ppm
associated with the ä (N-H), ä (ArH), and ä (C(CH3)=N) resonances,
respectively. On complexation, the NH proton resonance at 10.91 ppm of the free
ligand disappered, and the resonance for the aromatic and azomethine methyl
proton are observed at 7.17- 8.18 and 2.82 ppm, respectively. This fact suggests



that the Schiff base acts as a monobasic tridentate ligand with acetylthiophene
sulfur, azomethine nitrogen, and oxygen donor atoms in the enol form by
tautomerism. In the Pb(II) complexes, the aromatic and heteroaromatic proton
signals appeared downfield, due to increased conjugation on coordination [190].
The 1H-NMR of Pb(CTBH)2 is similar to that of Pb(ATBH)2 except that the
signal due to the methyl protons is missing and another band due to HC=N
appears around 7.4 ppm. The signals due to the aromatic and the heteroaromatic
protons appear at 7.11- 8.31 ppm. In addition, the 1H-NMR of Pb(AFBH)2 is
similar to that of Pb(ATBH)2 except that the band due to the methyl protons
appear at 2.77 ppm and those due to the aromatic and the heteroaromatic protons
appear at 6.72- 8.27 ppm. Again, the 1H-NMR of Pb(CFBH)2 is similar to that of
Pb(AFBH)2 except that the signal due to the methyl protons is missing and
another band due to HC=N appears around 7.2 ppm. 13C NMR spectra likewise,
showed similar diagnostic features for the free ligands as well as their complexes.
For example, the 13C NMR spectrum of (AFBH)2Pb (Figure 3.3) contains a peak
for every type of carbon in the complex: namely at 172.09 ppm for (O-C=N); at
150.02 ppm for (-C=N); at 149.52-112.38 ppm (eight signals) for the aromatic
carbons (Ar-C) and at 15.04 ppm for (-CH3). Similarly, the presence of the C=O
signal at about 176 ppm in the spectra of the ligand and the absence of this signal
in the spectra of the complexes and the appearance of a signal at a lower value
supported the evidence that the ligands act in an enolized form.
The electronic spectra of the DMSO solutions of the free ligand, recorded in the
region 250 – 800 nm exhibit bands in the range 250 – 280 and 300 – 340 nm
assigned to the ð → ð* and n→ ð* transitions respectively of the azomethine
group and are shifted to longer wavelength on coordination through azomethine
nitrogen in the complexes [191].
The results obtained in this study justify the structure proposed to PbL2
complexes. These results are the same as those found for the crystallographically
determined structure and spectoscopically confirmed by Jang. [192].



Figure (3.2). The 1H-NMR spectrum of the complex Pb(ATBH)2



Figure (3.3). The 13C-NMR spectrum of the complex Pb(AFBH)2



3.2. Characteristics of the Electrodes
Ionophores used in ISEs should have rapid exchange kinetics and adequate
formation constants in the paste. In addition, they should have good solublility in the
paste matrix and sufficient lipophilicity to prevent dissolution from the paste into the
sample solution [193]. The complexes, Pb(ATBH)2 Pb(CTBH)2 Pb(AFBH)2
Pb(CFBH)2, are almost insoluble in water making leaching ineffective and the
complexes reasonable candidates as ionophores for lead ion-selective electrodes. A few
electrodes individually comprising these complexes were constructed and tested to
explore their effects as Pb(II) sensors Pb(ATBH)2 was found the most sensitive and was
characterized further to assess its proerties.

3.2.1. Effect of ionophore concentration on electrode potential
The influence of the amount of Pb(ATBH) as an ionophore on the potential
response of the electrode was studied and the corresponding results are summarized in
Table 3.1. The ionophore free electrode shows poor sensitivity to lead cations, sensor #
1, whereas the sensitivity of the electrodes response increased with increasing
ionophore content. The best response was found at 0.5 wt% of the ionophore as
indicated in sensor # 2 and sensor # 8. However, further addition of the ionophore
resulted in a little decrease in the response of the electrode (in sensors #. 3-7 and # 913). This is most probably due to some inhomogenieties and possible saturation of the
paste [194].
It is interesting to note that the graphite/plasticizer ratio of ca. 1.06 gave the best results
with the optimum physical properties for sensor #2 and 1.18 for sensor #8 which
ensured high enough mobilities of their constituents [195].



3.2.2. Plasticizer selection
Two parameters are of importance when manufacturing a carbon paste: (1) its
mechanical stability and (2) its active surface area. Mechanical stability can be
interpreted as the ability of the carbon paste to avoid erosion in solution. The use of
plasticizers will give some permeable properties to the paste and will improve its
mechanical stability by promoting binding between grains [196].
In addition, the solvent mediator (Plasticizer), in particular, has a dual function: it acts
as a liquifying agent, enabling homogenous solubilization and modifying the
distribution constant of the ionophore used. The proportion of solvent mediator must be
optimized in order to minimize the electrical asymmetry of the paste, to keep the sensor
as clean as possible, and to stop leaching to the aqueous phase [197]. Therefore, for a
plasticizer to be adequate in sensors, it should gather certain properties and
characteristics such as having high lipophilicity, high molecular weight, low tendency
for exudation from the paste matrix, low vapor pressure and high capacity to dissolve
the substrate and other additives present in the paste [198].
In exploration for a suitable plasticizer for constructing this electrode, seven plasticizers
where used in sample electrodes to figure out the plasticizer with the best response.
These plasticizers have the following properties: dielectric constants, lipophilicity and
molecular weight respectively listed in parantheses, namely, TPB (år = 8.0, PTLC = 4.0,
M.wt. = 266), DOP (år =5.1, PTLC = 7.0, M.wt. = 391), DBP (år = 6.4, M.wt. = 278),
DOS (år = 3.9, PTLC = 10.1, M.wt. = 427), TEPh (år = 4.8, PTLC = 10.2, M.wt. = 434), 2NPOE (år = 23.6, PTLC = 5.9, M.wt. = 251) and TCP (år = 6.9, PTLC = 5.9, M.wt. = 368),
The CPE with DOS and TEPh as solvent mediators produced the best response, as
shown in Figure 3.4. This is likely due to high lipophilicity, relatively high molecular



weight and low dielectric constant as well as ester groups that, in principle, are capable
of interacting with cationic species; this plasticizer may solvate and adjust the mobility
of ionophore. The results, given in Table (3.1), indicate that sensor #2 (48.3% TEph,
51.2% graphite and 0.5% ionophore) and sensor # 8 (45.5% DOS, 54.0% graphite and
0.5% Pb(ATBH)2) give the best sensitivity, with a Nernstian slope of 27.1 and 28.2
mV/decade , detection limit of 3.9 x 10-7 M, 7.9 x 10-7 M over a relatively wide
dynamic range of 5.9×10-7 ˰ѧ˰1.0×10-2 M and 9.1x10-7 -1.0x 10-2 M of Pb(II) ions
respectively. Therefore, these compositions were used to study various operation
parameters of the electrode. The electrochemical performance characteristics of these
electrode were systematically evaluated according to the International Union of Pure
And Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) recommendations [199].

Figure (3.4) The effect of different plasticizers on lead electrode.



Table (3.1). Composition and slope of calibration curves for Pb-CMCPE electrodes at
25.0±0.1 oC.
Composition (%)
Sensor
L1

I-E

G

Electrode response
P

1-54.4
45.6 TEph
20.50
51.2
48.3 TEph
31.00
53.5
45.5 TEph
41.50
53.0
45.5 TEph
52.00
53.0
45.0 TEph
62.50
52.0
45.5 TEph
73.00
52.4
44.6 TEph
80.50
54.0
45.5 DOS
91.00
53.5
45.5 DOS
101.50
53.0
45.5 DOS
112.00
53.0
45.0 DOS
122.50
52.0
45.5 DOS
133.00
52.4
44.6 DOS
Different of complexes
14- L2
0.50 51.2
48.3 TEph
15L3
0.50 51.2
48.3 TEph
16- L4
0.50 51.2
48.3 TEph
17- L2
0.50 54.0
45.5 DOS
18- L3
0.50 54.0
45.5 DOS
19- L4
0.5 0 54.0
45.5 DOS
Different plasticizers
plasticizers
(2-NPOE)
0.48 54.1
45.5
(DOP)
0.48 54.1
45.5
(DBP)
0.48 54.1
45.5
(DOS)
0.48 54.1
45.5
(TCP)
0.48 54.1
45.5
(TEPh)
0.50 51.2
48.3
(TBP)
0.50 54.0
45.5
Different g/p ratios for sensor #2
0.85
0.50 45.8
53.7 TEph
0.95
0.50 48.5
51.0 TEph
1.06
0.50 51.2
48.3 TEph
1.18
0.79 53.9
45.4 TEph
1.25
0.50 55.4
44.1 TEph
1.35
0.60 57.1
42.3 TEph
1.45
0.64 58.8
40.6 TEph
Different g/p ratios for sensor #8
0.85
0.50 45.8
53.7 DOS
0.95
0.50 48.5
51.0 DOS
1.06
48.3 DOS
0.50 51.2
1.18
45.5 DOS
0.47 54.1
1.25
44.1 DOS
0.50 55.4
1.35
42.3 DOS
0.60 57.1
1.45
40.6 DOS
0.64 58.8

S

C.R.

LOD

R(s)

13.2
27.1
12.2
13.5
11.1
14.0
15.3
28.2
19.4
17.1
19.3
18.6
18.1

3.2x 10-4-1.0 x 10-2
5.9×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
8.2×10ˉ7-1.0x10-2
7.9x10-7-1.0x10-2
1.9×10ˉ6-1.0x10-2
3.9×10ˉ6-1.0x10-2
2.6×10ˉ6-1.0x10-2
9.1x10-7 -1.0x 10-2
6.1×10ˉ7-1.0x10-2
7.9x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.2×10ˉ7-1.0x10-2
2.2 ×10ˉ6-1.0x10-2
3.1×10ˉ6-1.0x10-2

1.6x10-4
3.9×10ˉ7
7.9×10ˉ7
7.3×10ˉ7
1.6×10ˉ6
1.3×10ˉ6
1.9×10ˉ6
7.9×10ˉ7
5.4×10ˉ7
7.3×10ˉ7
8.2×10ˉ7
1.9×10ˉ6
1.9×10ˉ6

25-30
5-8
10-12
9-13
12-15
8-9
9-13
5-10
8-11
10-13
9-12
8-13
8-12

10.2
26.1
16.6
13.1
10.3
12.2

1.1x10-7-1.0x10-3
1.25x10-6-1.0x10-3
2.9x10-6-1.0x10-2
2.5x10-6 -1.5x10-4
3.2x10-6 -1.0x10-3
1.6x10-6-1.0x10-3

9.3×10ˉ7
1.9×10ˉ6
1.1×10ˉ6
4.9×10ˉ6
2.2×10ˉ6
8.9×10ˉ7

10-14
8-12
7-13
10-13
9-12
10-14

25.0
20.3
15.2
28.2
24.0
27.1
22.4

3.9x10-5-1.0x10-2
2.2x10-4-1.0x10-2
3.0x10-4-1.0x10-2
9.1x10-7 -1.0x10-2
2.2x10-4-1.0x10-2
5.9×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
1.6x10-6 -1.0x 10-2

1.3×10ˉ5
1.6x10-4
1.6x10-4
7.9×10ˉ7
1.6x10-4
3.9×10ˉ7
1.2×10ˉ6

12-15
5-8
9-14
5-10
10-14
5-8
12-15

22.1
21.5
27.1
25.3
24.1
25.2
26.2

8.9×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
9.5x10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
5.9×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
8.1x10-7-1.0x10-3
9.3x10-7 -1.0x10-3
1.9x10-6-1.0x10-2
2.1x10-6-1.0x10-2

8.2×10ˉ7
7.3×10ˉ7
3.9×10ˉ7
7.9×10ˉ7
8.1×10ˉ7
8.9×10ˉ7
1.2×10ˉ6

8-10
12-15
5-8
13-15
9-14
10-12
10-13

16.3
13.5

9.9×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2
1.9×10-6 ˰˰1.0×10-2

8.2 ×10ˉ7
1.2×10ˉ6
1.5×10ˉ6
7.9×10ˉ7
1.9×10ˉ6
2.0×10ˉ6
1.7×10ˉ6

10-12
8-12
8-10
5-8
10-12
9-13
10-15

21.1
28.2
17.0
18.3

19.1

2.1x10-6-1.0x10-2
9.1x10-7 -1.0x10-2

2.9x10-6-1.0x10-2
2.7x10-6-1.0x10-2
1.9x10-6-1.0x10-2

I.P: Ion-pair, S: slope (mV/decade), C.R.: concentration range (M), LOD: limit of
detection, R(s): response time(s), P: Plasticizers (TEph, DOS).
L1: Pb(ATBH)2 , L2: Pb(CTBH)2 , L3: Pb(AFBH)2, L4: Pb(CFBH)2



3.2.3 Selectivity coefficients
Selectivity is an important characteristic of a sensor that delineates the extent to
which the device may be used in estimation of the analyte ion in presence of other ions
and the extent of utility of any sensor in real sample measurement [200].
The effect of the interfering ions on the response behavior of the sensors #2 and #8 was
evaluated by the separate solution method (SSM). As can be seen from Table(3.2), most
ions have negligible interference. However, Cu(II) shows intermediate effect, which is
likely due to the marked ability of copper(II) to form distorted octahedral complexes

Table 3.2. Selectivity coefficient for Pb-CMCPEs

Interfering ions

Na+
NH4+
K+
Li+
Co2+
Cd2+
Ca2+
Zn2+
Mg2+
Ba2+
Cu2+
Al3+
Ce3+

Selectivity coefficients ( K )
Sensor #2

Sensor #8

1.21 X 10-4

8.61 X10-2

1.28 X 10-4

2.82 X10-3

2.27 X 10-2

1.34 X10-2

4.64 X 10-3

2.44 X 10-3

3.16 X 10-5

2.45 X 10-4

8.25 X 10-6

2.10 X 10-5

1.00 X 10-6

3.81 X 10-5

1.21 X 10-6

2.83 X 10-5

1.46 X 10-6

1.48 X 10-6

1.09 X 10-5

4.75 X 10-5

3.16 X 10-1

1.56 X 10-2

3.16 X 10-7

1.95 X 10-4

1.45 X 10-5

4.41 X 10-5



3.2.4 Effect of acidity
The influence of the pH on the response of the carbon paste electrode was
studied at 1.0 x 10-5 M lead(II) ion in the pH range of 2.0–10.5. The pH was adjusted by
0.1 M solutions of hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. It can be seen from Figure
3.5 that the variation in potential is acceptable in the pH range 5.8–7.6. Under more
acidic conditions, the response to hydronium ion may become pronounced as its
concentration increases exponentially on lowering the pH of the solution. The drift in
potential at pH 7.6 is attributed to formation of lead(II) hydroxide.

Figure (3.5) Effect of pH on the response of sensors # 2 and # 8 at 1.0 x 10-5 M
lead(II) ion



3.2.5 Dynamic response time, renewal surface and reproducibility of
the electrodes
The response time of the electrodes was obtained by measuring the time
required to achieve a steady state potential (within ±1 mV) after successive immersion
of the electrodes in a series of Pb(II) solutions, each having a 10-fold increase in
concentration from 1.0×10−5 to 1.0×10−2 M. The electrodes yielded steady potentials
within 5–8 s (as shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7) [35]. The potential reading stays constant,
to within ±1 mV, for at least 5 min. To evaluate the reversibility of the electrode, the
electrode potential was measured alternatively in various solutions containing 1.0×10−4
M and 1.0×10−5 M as shown in Figure 3.8 which clearly indicates that equilibrium is
reached in a very short time (~8 s). The response characteristics of the electrodes were
systematically evaluated according to the IUPAC recommendations [199] and
summarized in Table (3.1). The repeatability of the potential reading for each electrode
was examined by subsequent measurement in 1.0×10−3 M solution immediately after
measuring the first set of solutions at 1.0×10−4 M. The standard deviation of the
measured electromotive force (emf) for five replicate measurements obtained are 1.03,
1.38 for electrodes # 2 and # 8 in 1.0×10−4 M solution, and 0.35, 0.55 in 1.0×10−3 M
solution respectively. This indicates excellent repeatability of the potential response of
the electrodes.



Figure (3.6) Dynamic response of sensors # 2

Figure (3.7) Dynamic response of sensors # 8


Figure (3.8) Dynamic response of sensors # 2 and # 8 for alternate measurements

3.2.6 Effect of temperature
To study the thermal stability of the electrodes, calibration curve (Eelectrode Potential,
Eelect. vs pPb) were constructed at different temperatures 20-50 oC. The slope and usable
concentration range, detection limit and response time of the electrode at different
temperatures are given in Table (3.3) for Pb- CMCPEs. The results indicate that the slopes
of the calibration curves were slightly affected by the increase of the temperature of the test
solutions up to 50oC.



Table (3.3) Performance characteristics of sensor #2 and sensor #8 electrodes at
different temperature
Temperature

Pb- CMCPEs (oC)
Sensor#2






Slope
Concentration
(mV/decade) range (M)

Detection Limit
(M)

20
25
30
35
40
45
50

26.9
27.0
27.5
27.0
26.0
26.5
26.8

6.2x10-7-1.0x10-2 4.0x10-7

20
25
30
35
40
45
50

27.5
28.0
28.0
27.2
27.3
27.0
27.6

9.3x10-7-1.0x10-2 8.0x10-7

Sensor#8

5.9×10-7-1.0x10-2
6.0x10-7-1.0x10-2
5.9x10-7-1.0x10-2
6.3x10-7-1.0x10-2
6.0 x10-7-1.0x10-2
6.4x10-7-1.0x10-2

9.1x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.4x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.2x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.0x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.4x10-7-1.0x10-2
9.3x10-7-1.0x10-2

3.9×10ˉ7
4.2x10-7
4.2 x10-7
5.0x10-7
5.2 x10-7
5.4x10-7

7.9×10ˉ7
8.3x10-7
7.9x10-7
8.2x10-7
8.2x10-7
8.4x10-7

Response time
(Sec.)

6-9
5-8
8-10
7-9
8-11
8-11
9-12

6-9
5-10
7-11
6-10
8-11
9-13
8-13

3.3. Response of the Electrode Based Pb(ATBH)2 to Lead (II) Ions
Potentiometric response of sensors #2 and #8 was tested for different cations
such as Na+, K+, NH4+, Li+, Mg2+, Cd2+, Ba2+, Ca2+, Cu2+, Zn2+, Co2+, Ce3+ and Al3+ .
As can be seen from Figures 3.9 and 3.10 the slopes of the linear parts of the potential
responses of the sensors #2 and #8 for most of the tested cations are much lower than
those expected by the Nernst equation. However, Pb2+ has the closest Nernstian
response over a wide concentration range with low detection limit.



Figures (3.9) Potential response of various metal ions for sensor # 2

Figures (3.10) Potential response of various metal ions for sensor # 8


3.4. Analytical Applications
The proposed sensors were found to work well under laboratory conditions. It is
clear that the amount of

Pb(II) ions can be accurately determined using these

electrodes.

3.4.1. Potentiometric determinations
3.4.1.1. The potentiometric titration method
The potentiometric titration of lead ion is based on the decrease of the lead
cation concentration by precipitation with EDTA. The feasibility of such titration
depends on the degree of completeness of the reaction.
The sensors were successfully applied as an indicator electrodes in potentiometric
titration in aqueous solution containing 1.035 to 14.5 mg of lead ion. Typical results of
titration of Pb(II) are shown in Figure (3.11) and (3.12). The added titrant caused a
decrease in potential as a result of a decrease in free Pb(II) ion due to formation of a
complex with EDTA. The amount of Pb(II) ions in solutions can be accurately
determined from the resulting titration curves.



Figure (3.11) Potentiometric titration curve of 7.0 ml of 1.0×10−3 M (1.4mg) solution
of Pb(II) with 1.0×10−3 M EDTA using sensors #2.

Figure (3.12) Potentiometric titration curve of 7.0 ml of 1.0×10−3 M (1.4mg) solution
of Pb(II) with 1.0×10−3 M EDTA using sensors #8



3.4.1.2. The standard additions method
Lead ion were determined by the standard additions method. The results, shown
in Table (3.4), indicate that recovery ranged from 99.0%-96.8% and small relative
standard deviation ranging from 1.77-2.66% in lead ion. These values reflect high
accuracy and precision of the studied electrodes as sensors for the lead complexes.

3.4.1.3. The calibration curve method
A calibration curve is a general method for determination of the concentration of
a substance in an unknown sample by comparing the response of the unknown to those
of a set of standard samples of known concentration. Lead ion was determined by the
calibration curve method. The results, shown in Table 3.4, indicate that recovery
ranged from 98.5%-101.5% and small relative standard deviation ranging from 0.920.38% for lead complexes. The accuracy and precision of these findings indicate the
viability of these electrodes in lead ion determination.



Table (3.4). Analysis of lead(II) in double distill water samples using different methods

Methods

M
Taken

Found

X

R.S.D%

Sensor #2
Standard additions
1.00 x 10-6



5.00 x 10-6
-5

5.00 x 10
Calibration curve



1.01 x 10-6

101.0%

2.15

4.95 x 10-6

99.0%

1.77

-5

96.8%

2.66

1.96 x 10-6

98.5%

0.92

4.84 x 10



1.99 x 10-6
1.99 x 10-5



2.02x 10-5

101.5%

0.38

-3



-3

100.0%

0.85

1.00 x 10

1.00x 10

Sensor #8
Standard additions


5.00 x 10-6

4.91 x 10-6

98.2%

1.81

-5

-5

5.00 x 10

4.88 x 10

97.6%

1.97

1.00 x 10-6

1.01 x 10-5

101.5%

0.97

1.99 x 10-6

1.95 x 10-6

97.9%

0.91

Calibration curve
1.96 x 10-5



1.99x 10-5

101.5%

0.43

1.00 x 10-3



1.01x 10-3

101.5%

0.63

The number of replicate measurements = 4
X : recovery, R.S.D. relative standard deviation.



CONCLUSIONS
A number of new lead(II) complexes, PbL2 with some trifunctional SNO-donor
and ONO-donor atoms have been synthesized and characterized on the basis of
elemental analysis, molar conductances and spectroscopic (electronic, IR, 1H-

NMR, and

13C-NMR)

data. The ligands behave as monobasic tridentate, bonding to

the metal(II) ion through the acetylthiophene ring sulfur or acetylfuran ring oxygen,
azomethine nitrogen, and benzoyl oxygen to form distorted octahedral structures where
the deprotonated form is preferred in the coordination. Pb(ATBH)2 was found a suitable
ionophore in a lead(II)-CPE. It was utilized in fabrication of two electrodes where
TEph and DOS were efficient plasticizers and the electrodes were fully characterized.
Their detection limit were 3.9 x 10-7 M, 7.9 x 10-7 M, concentration range 5.9 ×10-7 
˰ѧ˰1.0×10-2 M, 9.1 x 10-7 -1.0 x 10-2 M response time ~ 8-10 sec and acceptable pH range
was 5.8-7.6. The modified electrodes were applied as an indicator electrode and
successfully used to determine Pb(II) in drinking water samples giving satisfactory
results.
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ARABIC SUMMARY



ΏΎτϗϷϩάϬϟήϳΪϘΘϟϯΪϣωΎδΗΎϬϨϣπΘϳ
ϞπѧϓϰѧϠϋϝϮμѧΤϠϟϚѧϟΫϭΔѧϴϟΎΜϤϟϑϭήѧψϟϰѧϟ·ϝϮѧλϮϟνήѧϐΑΔϴϠϴμѧϔΗΔѧγέΩϞϤϋϢΗ2
 detection limit were 3.9 x 10-7 M, 7.9 x 10-7 MˬΏΎτϗϷϩάϬϟΔΑΎΠΘγ
 pH range 6.2-7.8 ϯΪϤϟϲϓϲϨϴΟϭέΪϴϬϟαϷΎΑήΛ΄ΘΗϻΏΎτϗϸϟΔϳΪϬΠϟΔΑΎΠΘγϻϥφΣϮϟ
ϱέήѧΣΕΎѧΒΜΑΰѧϴϤΘΗΎϬϧΏΎτϗϸϟΔϳΪϬΠϟΔΑΎΠΘγϻϰϠϋΓέήΤϟΔΟέΩήϴΛ΄ΗΔγέΩΕήϬχ
αϮϳΰϴϠγΔΟέΩ5020ϯΪϤϟϲϓήϴΒϛ
 ςϘϓΔϴϧΎΛ10-8 ϦϴΑΡϭήΘϳΏΎτϗϸϟΔϳΪϬΠϟΔΑΎΠΘγϻϦϣίϥΪΟϭ6
ΔѧѧϔϠΘΨϣΕΎѧѧϨϴϋϲѧѧϓΓήπѧѧΤϤϟΏΎѧѧτϗϷϡΪΨΘѧѧγΎΑΔѧѧγέΪϟΖѧѧΤΗϲѧѧΘϟιΎѧ λήϟήϳΪѧѧϘΗϥΎѧѧϛ
ΔѧϴϟΎϋΔѧΟέΩϰѧϠϋϱέΎϴόϟϰϨΤϨϤϟϡΪΨΘγϭΔϳΪϬΠϟΓήϳΎόϤϟΎπϳϭΔϴγΎϴϘϟΕΎϓΎοϹΔϘϳήτΑ
ΔϴγΎδΤϟϭΔϗΪϟϦϣ
άѧϫϭϯήΧϷϕήτϟϊϣΔϣΪΨΘδϤϟϕήτϟϦϴΑϖΑΎτΗϙΎϨϫϥΪΟϭΎϴΎμΣ·ΞΎΘϨϟϞϴϠΤΗϊϣ8
ΔϘΒτϤϟϕήτϟΔϗΩϯΪϣϰϠϋϝΪϳ



ϢϴΣήϟϦϤΣήϟͿϢδΑ

Synthesis and characterization of lead(II) complexes with
some polydentate ligands and their application in lead(II)selective electrodes
ΕΎ˷δΠϣΎϬϟΎϤόΘγϭϦ˷δϟΓΪϳΪϋΕϼμΘϤϟξόΑϊϣ II ιΎλήϟΕΪϘόϣΔγέΩϭήϴπΤΗ
 II ιΎλήϠϟ

ΓΪѧϳΪϋΕϼμѧΘϤϟξѧόΑϊѧϣ II ιΎѧλήϟΕΪѧϘόϣϦѧϣΓΪѧϳΪΟΕΎѧΒϛήϣήϴπΤΗΔϟΎγήϟϒμΗ
ΕΪѧѧϘόϤϟϩάѧѧϬϟΔѧѧϣΎόϟΔϐϴμѧѧϟϭˬ SNOϭONOϞѧѧΜϣΔѧ ΤϧΎϣΕέΫΙϼѧѧΛϰѧѧϠϋϯϮѧѧΘΤΗϦ˷δѧ ϟ
ΕϼμΘϤϟϩάϬϟΐϟΎδϟϥϮϳϷϮϫLΚϴΣˬPbL2
ˬ(ATBH)ϥϭίέΪϴϫϞϳϭΰϨΑϦϴϓϮϴΛϞϴΘϴγ2ϦϋΓέΎΒϋϦδϟΓΪϳΪϋΕϼμΘϤϟϩάϫ
ϥϭίέΪѧϴϫϞѧϳϭΰϨΑϦϴϓϮѧϴΛΪϴϫΪϟΎδѧϛϮΑέΎϛˬ (AFBH)ϥϭίέΪѧϴϫϞѧϳϭΰϨΑϦϳέϮϴϓϞϴΘϴγ2
(CFBH)ϥϭίέΪϴϫϞϳϭΰϨΑϦϳέϮϴϓΪϴϫΪϟΎδϛϮΑέΎϛ2ˬ(CTBH)
ϰѧϓΕϼμѧΘϤϟϩάѧϫϦѧϣΓΪѧΣϭϞѧϛϊѧϣ II ιΎѧλήϟΕΎΘϴѧγϞϋΎϔΗϦϣΕΪϘόϤϟϩάϫΕήπΣϭ
2 : 1ΔΒδϨΑϝϮϧΎΜϴϤϟ
 DMSO ϭDMF ϰϓΏϭάΗΎϬϨϜϟΔόΎθϟΔϳϮπόϟΕΎΒϳάϤϟϰϓΏϭάΗϻΕΪϘόϤϟϩάϫ
ΖδѧϴϟΕΪѧϘόϤϟϩάѧϫϥϦϴѧΒΗ molar conductance values ΔѧϴϟϮϤϟΔϴϠϴѧλϮΘϟαΎѧϴϗΪѧϨϋ
. ( non electrolytes in nature ΔϴΘϴϟϭήΘϜϟ
ΔϴϓΎϴτϣˬΔϴΠδϔϨΒϟϕϮϓΔϘτϨϤϟΔϴϓΎϴτϣΓΰϬΟϭϯήμϨόϟϞϴϠΤΘϟϡΪΨΘγΎΑΕΪϘόϤϟϩάϫΰϴϤΗϢΗ
ϰϓ II ιΎλήϟ ΔϳΰϛήϤϟΓέάϟϥΪΟϭˬϰδϴσΎϨϐϤϟϯϭϮϨϟϦϴϧήϟΔϴϓΎϴτϣϭˬ˯ήϤΤϟΖΤΗ
 II ιΎѧλήϟϊѧϣςΒΗήѧΗϦδѧϟΓΪѧϳΪϋΕϼμѧΘϤϟΎѧϬϴϓΚѧϴΣΡϮτδϟϰϧΎϤΛϪϠϜηϚϠΘϤϳΕΪϘόϤϟ
ϦϴΠδѧѧѧϛϷϭ ϦϴϓϮѧѧѧϴΛ ΖѧѧѧϳήΒϜϟϭˬ ϞѧѧѧϳϭΰϨΑ ϦϴΠδѧѧѧϛϷϭˬ ϦΜѧѧѧϴϣϭί ϦϴΟϭήѧѧѧΘϴϨϟϝϼѧѧѧΧϦѧѧѧϣ
 ϦϳέϮϴϔϟ
ϰѧϓιΎѧλήϟήϳΪѧϘΘϟϥϮѧΑήϜϟΔѧϨϴΠϋϦѧϣΔѧϴΎϘΘϧΏΎѧτϗήϴπѧΤΗϰϓΕΪϘόϤϟϩάϫΖϠϤόΘγΪϗϭ
 II ιΎλήϠϟΕΎδΠϤϛ ˯ΎϤϟ
(TEph)ϭ(DOS)ΕΎϧΪϠϤϟϦϣϦϴϨΛϊϣΔΑΎΠΘγϞπϓϰτϋPb(ATBH)2ΪϘόϤϟ
ΔѧΟέΩϞѧΜϣΏΎѧτϗϷϩάѧϫΔѧϴϠϋΎϓϰѧϠϋήϴΛ΄ѧΗΎѧϬϟϥϮѧϜϳϥϊѧϗϮΘϳϲѧΘϟϞѧϣϮόϟϦϣΪϳΪόϟΔγέΩϢΗ
ΔϴγΎϴϘϟΕΎϓΎοϹΔϘϳήσϡΪΨΘγϢΗϭϲϨϴΟϭέΪϴϬϟαϷϭΔϳέήϜΘϟϭΔΑΎΠΘγϻϦϣίϭΓέήΤϟ
ΏΎτϗϷιϮΧΪϳΪΤΗϰϓϱέΎϴόϟϰϨΤϨϤϟϭΔϳΪϬΠϟΓήϳΎόϤϟϭ
ΔϴϟΎΘϟρΎϘϨϟϲϓΖθϗϮϧΏΎτϗϷϩάϫϡΪΨΘγ
ΖϧΎϛΏΎτϗϷϩάϬΑΎϫήϳΪϘΗϢΗϲΘϟΕΰϴϛήΘϟϯΪϣ1
5.9 ×10-7 ˰˰1.0×10-2 M, 9.1 x 10-7 -1.0 x 10-2 M
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